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Community Conversation on Race 
The Binary Code of Racism and How It is Learned, April 8, 2021 

Pre-work (about one-hour): 

Please read and watch the following material in the order listed (40 min. of video and 4 pages). The first 

video introduces the concept of the binary code of racism. The next three items help outline how we our 

learn about race and racism.  The last two video come at the issue from a white privilege perspective, 

digging into the binary code of racism, the pillars that support racism, and five action white people can 

take to make permanent change. 

• Watch ‘The Binary Code of Racism Video,’ Tracey Benson TED Talk NC Charlotte, 14 ½ min 
https://www.ted.com/talks/tracey_benson_the_binary_code_of_racism/transcript?language=en 

• In his TED Talk, Tracey Benson references the 1940s research by Kenneth and Mamie Clark 
using dolls to investigate how young Black children viewed their racial identities. Watch this video 
clip from the research. Https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZryE2bqwdk, 1 min. 

• Read excerpt from ‘Children Are Not Colorblind: How Young Children Learn Race’ by Erin 
Winkler and ‘A Class Divided,’ which covers how elementary teacher Jane Elliot taught a 
daring experiment about racism in the late 1960s. Both are included in this document and 
total four pages.  

Optional: if you would like to have a window into Ms. Elliot’s classroom, watch 
this 7 min. video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLAi78hluFc 

• Watch ‘Deconstructing White Privilege,’ Robin DiAngelo, 22 min., 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwIx3KQer54 

• Watch video at top of page: ‘5 Tasks for White people Struggling with Issues of Race,’ Robin 
DiAngelo https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/07/health/white-fragility-robin-diangelo-
wellness/index.html, 1 ¾ min  

Optional: read article on same page for more material from Robin DiAngelo 
Referenced resource: Eddie Moore 21day challenge   
https://www.eddiemoorejr.com/21daychallenge 
 
 

Discussion Prompts That Will Be Used at the Session: 

These prompts are helpful to keep in mind as you complete the pre-work. 

1. Share a meaningful quote, an insight or an “aha!” moment you experienced when 
competing the pre-work. How does this connect to you personally?  

2. What is the binary code of racism and how does it work to keep racism in place? How 
can good people be racist? 

3. How do children learn about race and racism? Please share a reflection on how you (or 
your children) learned societal norms about race. 

4. Share an idea on how you can unlearn and relearn about race and racism? 

https://www.ted.com/talks/tracey_benson_the_binary_code_of_racism/transcript?language=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZryE2bqwdk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLAi78hluFc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwIx3KQer54
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/07/health/white-fragility-robin-diangelo-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/07/health/white-fragility-robin-diangelo-wellness/index.html
https://www.eddiemoorejr.com/21daychallenge
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Additional Discussion Prompt if Discussion Time Permits  

5. What insight did the doll and the blue v. brown eye classroom experiment give about 
learning racism? How did that make you feel?  

6. As you think about your life experiences related to race, give an example of how one of 
the pillars of racism is key in your perspective on race. 

 

Guidelines That Will be Used to Create a Safe Space for Discussion: 

• Everyone gets an opportunity to speak and no one dominates 
• Speak authentically and listen actively 
• Experience discomfort and know it’s a necessary part of the learning 
• You can always pass on answering a question 
• Assume positive intent and agree to disagree 
• Comments stay, learning leaves with you 
• Do not record 
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Excerpt from: “Children Are Not Colorblind: How Young Children Learn Race,” by Erin N. 

Winkler, Ph.D. 

…What do children learn, and when? 
In a study that followed approximately 200 black and white 
children from the ages of six months to six years, Katz and 
Kofkin (1997) found that infants are able to nonverbally  
categorize people by race and gender at six months of age. 
The infants looked significantly longer at an unfamiliar face 
of a different race than they did at an unfamiliar face of their 
same race. The researchers argue that, because this finding is 
very consistent in six-month-olds, “initial awareness [of race] 
probably begins even earlier” (Katz & Kofkin, 1997, p. 55). 
 
Toddlers as young as two years use racial categories to 

reason about people’s behaviors (Hirschfeld, 2008), and numerous studies show that three- to 
five-year-olds not only categorize people by race, but express bias based on race (Aboud, 2008; 
Hirschfeld, 2008; Katz, 2003; Patterson & Bigler, 2006). In a yearlong study, Van Ausdale & 
Feagin (2001) found that three- to five-year-olds in a racially and ethnically diverse day care 
center used racial categories to  identify themselves and others, to include or exclude children 
from activities, and to  negotiate. 
 

How and why does this happen? 
Research has disproved the popular belief that children only have racial biases if they are directly 
taught to do so. Numerous studies have shown that children’s racial beliefs are not significantly 
or reliably related to those of their parents (Hirschfeld,2008; Katz,2003; Patterson& Bigler,2006). 
 
While this may seem counterintuitive, Hirschfeld (2008) says it should not surprise us. Children, 
he argues, are motivated to learn and conform to the broader cultural and social norms that will 
help them function in society. In order to gauge these “community norms,” children have to 
gather information from a broad range of sources – not just their own families. He gives the 
example of accents as a way of illustrating his point. If children looked only or even mostly to 
their parents to learn behaviors and norms, then we would expect children of nonnative speakers 
to acquire their parents’ accents. Instead, children acquire the formative accent of the region 
where they are growing up (Hirschfeld, 2008). 
 
So, children collect information from the world around them in order to actively construct their 
own beliefs (Patterson & Bigler, 2006). But why do children form racial biases so early in life, 
even if no one around them is teaching them to do so? And why is race a social category to 
which they attach meaning? Why not height or hairstyle or lefthandedness? Scholars argue that 
there are both internal (biological and cognitive) and external (environmental and societal) 
factors at play. First, the immature cognitive structures of preschoolers make them rife for 
stereotyping (Aboud, 2008; Hirschfeld, 2008; Katz & Kofkin, 1997). While young children are able 
to categorize people by race, they are often not able to categorize a person according to multiple 
dimensions at once (Aboud, 2008). Thus, they engage in “transductive reasoning” – when they 
see people who are alike in one dimension (e.g., skin color), they presume they are alike in other 
dimensions as well (e.g., abilities or intelligence) (Katz & Kofkin, 1997; Patterson & Bigler, 2006).  

https://nmaahc.si.edu/sites/default/files/downloads/resources/children_are_not_colorblind.pdf
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Second, factors in children’s environments, and in our society as a whole, teach children that 
race is a social category of significance. Bigler and her colleagues found that environments teach 
young children which categories seem to be most important (Bigler & Liben, 2007; Patterson & 
Bigler, 2006). Children then attach meaning to those social categories on their own, without 
adult instruction. Patterson and Bigler (2006) argue that even a seemingly innocuous statement 
like, “Good morning, boys and girls,” helps children infer that gender is an important social 
category, and children can then attach their own meanings to gender categories (e.g., “Girls are 
smarter.”), or infer them from their environment (e.g., “Only men can be President of the United 
States.”), even if adults do not mention or endorse those ideas… 
 
Although children often attach meaning to race without adults directly telling them to do so, it is 
important to note that “the biases children exhibit are not random” (Katz & Kofkin, 1997, p. 62). 
In fact, they often “reflect both subtle and not so subtle messages about the relative desirability 
of belonging to one social group as opposed to another” (Katz & Kofkin, 1997, p. 62). In other 
words, children pick up on the ways in which whiteness is normalized and privileged in U.S. 
society. What does this mean? Consciously or unconsciously, middle-class white culture is 
presented as a norm or a standard in the United States in terms of  appearance, beauty, 
language, cultural practices, food, and so on (Johnson, 2006;  McIntosh, 1990; Tatum, 1997). 
Tatum (1997) argues that this message is so prevalent in our society it is like “smog in the air. 
Sometimes it is so thick it is visible, other times it is less apparent, but always, day in and day 
out, we are breathing it in” (p. 6). For very young children, this “smog” comes in the form of 
picture books, children’s movies, television, and children’s songs, which all include subtle 
messages that whiteness is preferable (Giroux, 2001; Graves, 1999; Katz, 2003; McIntosh, 1990; 
Murray & Mandara, 2002; Tatum, 1997). Even the language and symbolism we use daily tends 
to associate positive things with white (e.g., “purity,” “clean,” “Snow White,” “the good witch”) 
and negative things with black (e.g., “evil,” “sin,” “dirty,” “the wicked witch”), and studies have 
shown that children do generalize these linguistic connotations to people (Katz, 2003; Tatum, 
1997)… 
 

What should caregivers do? 
…Although race and racism are difficult topics, it is important to educate ourselves and discuss 
them with children in an age-appropriate way… 
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https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/introduction-2/ 

A Class Divided: Introduction 
JANUARY 1,  2003  

On the day after Martin Luther 

King Jr. was murdered in April 

1968, Jane Elliott’s third graders 

from the small, all-white town 

of Riceville, Iowa, came to class 

confused and upset. They 

recently had made King their 

“Hero of the Month,” and they couldn’t understand why someone would kill him. So Elliott 

decided to teach her class a daring lesson in the meaning of discrimination. She wanted to show 

her pupils what discrimination feels like, and what it can do to people. 

Elliott divided her class by eye color — those with blue eyes and those with brown. On the first 

day, the blue-eyed children were told they were smarter, nicer, neater, and better than those 

with brown eyes. Throughout the day, Elliott praised them and allowed them privileges such as 

a taking a longer recess and being first in the lunch line. In contrast, the brown-eyed children 

had to wear collars around their necks and their behavior and performance were criticized and 

ridiculed by Elliott. On the second day, the roles were reversed and the blue-eyed children were 

made to feel inferior while the brown eyes were designated the dominant group. 

What happened over the course of the unique two-day exercise astonished both students and 

teacher. On both days, children who were designated as inferior took on the look and behavior 

of genuinely inferior students, performing poorly on tests and other work. In contrast, the 

“superior” students — students who had been sweet and tolerant before the exercise — 

became mean-spirited and seemed to like discriminating against the “inferior” group. 

“I watched what had been marvelous, cooperative, wonderful, thoughtful children turn into 

nasty, vicious, discriminating little third-graders in a space of fifteen minutes,” says Elliott. She 

says she realized then that she had “created a microcosm of society in a third-grade classroom.” 

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/introduction-2/
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Elliott repeated the exercise with her new classes in the following year. The third time, in 1970, 

cameras were present. Fourteen years later, FRONTLINE’s A Class Divided chronicled a mini-

reunion of that 1970 third-grade class. As young adults, Elliott’s former students watch 

themselves on film and talk about the impact Elliott’s lesson in bigotry has had on their lives 

and attitudes. It is Jane Elliott’s first chance to find out how much of her lesson her students 

had retained. 

“Nobody likes to be looked down upon. Nobody likes to be hated, teased or discriminated 

against,” says Verla, one of the former students. 

Another, Sandra, tells Elliott: “You hear these people talking about different people and how 

they’d like to have them out of the country. And sometimes I just wish I had that collar in my 

pocket. I could whip it out and put it on and say ‘Wear this, and put yourself in their place.’ I 

wish they would go through what I went through, you know.” 

In the last part of A Class Divided, FRONTLINE’s cameras follow Jane Elliott as she takes her 

exercise to employees of the Iowa prison system. During a daylong workshop in human 

relations she teaches the same lesson to the adults. Their reactions to the blue-eye, brown-eye 

exercise are similar to those of the children. 

“After you do this exercise, when the debriefing starts, when the pain is over and they’re all 

back together, you find out how society could be if we really believed all this stuff that we 

preach, if we really acted that way, you could feel as good about one another as those kids feel 

about one another after this exercise is over. You create instant cousins,” says Elliott. “The kids 

said over and over, ‘We’re kind of like a family now.’ They found out how to hurt one another 

and they found out how it feels to be hurt in that way and they refuse to hurt one another in 

that way again.” 

 
 

 

 


